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A theory for the Josephson effect in the ferromagnetic superconductors is presented. Taking ac-
count of critical fluctuations of the localized-spin magnetization, we calculate the magnetic field
dependence of the maximum Josephson current and I- V characteristics. The Josephson current is
reduced by a noise effect arising from the critical spin fluctuations at low temperatures. The
anomalous behaviors observed in the dc Josephson effect in ErRh4B4-Lu„O~-In junctions are inter-
preted on the basis of present theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rare-earth ternary compounds such as ErRh4B4 and
HoMo6Ss exhibit a reentrant transition from supercon-
ducting to ferromagnetic state at a lower critical tempera-
ture T,2 'Th.e coexistence of periodic magnetic order
with superconductivity is also realized in these systems in
a small temperature range just above T,2. ' The inter-
play between superconductivity and magnetism leads to
the occurrence of unusual superconducting and magnetic
properties near the reentrant transition temperature. In
tunneling experiments using the, junction made by the fer-
romagnetic superconductors, anomalous behavior has
been found. The dc Josephson current observed in
ErRh484 by Umbach and Goldman reveals the following
outstanding features. As the temperature is lowered, the
maximum Josephson current takes a maximum value at a
low temperature' and falls rapidly to zero at a certain
temperature slightly above the reentrant temperature.
The external field dependence of the maximum Josephson
current also exhibits unusual behavior —Fraunhofer-type
diffraction-pattern shifts and splitting of its central peak
upon cooling just before the Josephson current is
quenched.
In this paper we study the Josephson effect in systems
such as ErRh4B4 and HoMo6S8. We should use, in gen-
eral, a model in which superconducting tunneling elec-
trons interact with rare-earth magnetic moments through
both the electromagnetic and s-f exchange interaction, in
order to understand the Josephson effect in these com-
pounds since the s-f exchange interaction reduces the
Josephson-current density jo by the pair-breaking effect,
and the electromagnetic interaction controls the phase
difference across the junction through the Maxwell equa-
tions. The single-particle tunneling experiments show
that the temperature dependence of the superconducting
energy gap is rather mild up to T,2." %'e may then ap-
proximately incorporate the effects of the s-f exchange in-
teraction through renormalizing the various parameters,
assuming that the temperature dependence of Jp arising
from the pair-breaking effect is weak. In this paper,
therefore, we explicitly take into account only the elec-
tromagnetic interaction between the pair tunneling current
and the localized-spin magnetization, and investigate the
characteristics of the Josephson junction in the ferromag-
netic superconductors.
In previous papers' ' we predicted that spontaneous
magnetization bound to the surface of ferromagnetic su-
perconductors appears in a narrow temperature range just
above the transition temperature of the periodic phase.
This is caused by the weakening of the diamagnetic
screening effect on the interaction between rare-earth
magnetic moments near the surface. Since the Josephson
junction may be regarded as a kind of surface, the surface
magnetization is expected to appear around the junction.
The Josephson current may therefore be greatly affected
by the rare-earth moments at temperatures near T, .
In this paper we confine ourselves to the case for
T & T, . Critical fluctuations of the localized-spin mag-
netization near the surface arise in the temperatures just
above T, . Since the fluctuations of the localized-spin
magnetization can cause fluctuations of the local flux
density around the junction, the phase difference of the
superconducting order parameter fluctuates. Thus the
critical fluctuations of the localized-spin magnetization
are expected to work as a noise source' for the Josephson
current. We therefore study the effect of the fluctuations
on the Josephson current and show that the Josephson
current is quenched at T, due to the fluctuations.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II
basic equations for the phase difference and localized-spin
magnetization are derived from the Maxwell equations
and the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory.
In Sec. III, taking random forces into account, we set up
Langevin-type stochastic equations and derive a Fokker-
Planck equation. The maximum dc Josephson current
and the current-voltage characteristic are calculated using
solutions of the Fokker-Planck equation. Section IV is
devoted to a discussion of the experimental results of the
dc Josephson effect on the basis of our present theory.
II. DERIVATION OF BASIC EQUATIONS
A. Equation far the phase difference
Let us consider a tunneling junction made by two fer-
romagnetic superconductors separated by a thin dielectric
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layer. The electromagnetic behaviors of the tunneling
junction are described by the Maxwell equations,
X)





b, h, m II x2 axis
where e and c are dielectric permeability around the junc-
tion and light velocity in free space, respectively. For the
superconducting current j in (2.1), we assume London's







FIG. 1. Configuration of the Josephson junction.
b = h+4n-iII . (2.4)
J
Here, A, P, and A,L are, respectively, the vector potential,
the phase of the superconducting order parameters, and
the London penetration depth. In the case of the magnet-
ic superconductor the magnetic induction field b is relat-
ed to the rare-earth magnetization m and the magnetic
field h as
Let us refer to the configuration shown in Fig. 1. The
vectors b, h, and m are in the x2 direction, and E is the
x 3 direction. These quantities are assumed to be uniform
in the x2 direction.
We have the following equations from (2.1)—(2.4):
2 2 1 2 —2 1 ~ 4~ 4& 2
B1 B3+ By+XI b (x1 x3 t)=
c e





X —B,—B,+,B,+X; E(x, ,x, , t)2 2 1 2 —2
c
1 Ac 4m




c =c !e and [B;,BJ]=B;BJ—BJB; . (2.7)
In Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) we assume that the phase p has a discontinuity at the junction (x3 —0 plane). This discontinuity
leads to a topological singularity' ' in the sense that differential operations on P do not commute, so that the commuta-
tors in (2.5) and (2.6) do not vanish. This circumstance is understood in the following way. Consider a contour integral,
f Vp d 1, whose path is shown in Fig. 2. When the path C is divided into the paths C1 and C2 at the junction, the in-
tegral can be evaluated in terms of the phase jump on the junction,
f VP d 1 =f VP d 1 —f B,P(x„x = O, t)dx, +f—VP d 1+f B,P(x, ,x =+O, t)dx,
= [/(b, x3 —0+, t) p(b, x3 —0— ,t)]—[p(a, x3 —0+, t) —p(a, x3 —0—,t)]
y(b, t) y(a, t)—, — (2.8)
where y(x1, t) is the phase difference across the junction at x, at time t, i.e.,
y(x1, t)=p(x1, x3 —0+, t) —p(x1, c3 —0—,t) . (2.9)
On the other hand, an application of the Stokes theorem for the integral gives the relation
f VP d 1 =f V X VP d s =f [B,B,]gdx, dx
This result indicates the relation'
[B3 Blw B17 (xl t+(x3) .
Repeating the same arguments on the t-x3 plane, we can also obtain'
(2.10)
(2.11)
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[a,, a, ]y=a, ) (x„t)5(x3) . (2.12)
Now, general solutions to Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) are obtained in terms of the phase difference and the rare-earth magneti-
zation:
4~h(x), x3, t)=hp(x), x3,t)+ ~ ~ B,y(x), t)5(x3)— m(x, ,x3, t) — B,m(x&, x3, t)—a', —a23+(1/c ')a,'+x
1 AxE(x„x,, t)=E,(x„x„t)+. . . , , , a, ) (x„t)gx, ) — a, a,m(x„x, t)—8) —83+(1/c )8, +A.L A,L, 2c c
Here, ho and Eo are the solutions to the homogeneous equations





—8)—83+ 0, +AL Eo(x),x3,t)=0.z 1 z -z
C
(2.16)
Let us make the following assumptions: (a) The spatial variation along the x, direction is negligible in the scale of the
London penetration depth XL, , and (b) the characteristic frequency of the system, c0, is small, i.e., A,t.co/c «1. Under
these assumptions we can neglect the nonlocality along the x& direction and the retardation effect. Then, we have the
following approximate solutions from (2.13) and (2.14):
0o 1 2m —I x, —y, I /~L,h (x~,x3, t) =hp(x~, x3, t)+ 8~y(x &, t)e — dy3e m (x)~x3~t)
2% 2kl
1 00 —~x3 ~ /A. lE (x„x3,t) =Ep(x ),x3, t)+ — B,y(x (,t)ec 4m.A,
(2, 17)
(2.18)
with Pp being the unit flux hc /2e.
Next we calculate the current passing through the junction, J(x„t) From E.qs. (2.1), (2.17), and (2.18), J(x„t) is
given by
4n. . eJ(x„t)=B&h (x&,0)— d,E(x„—O, t)
C C
e 0o




dy3e ~B&m(x„y3, t) .
00
(2.19)
The first term on the right-hand side of (2.19) is under-
stood to be a bias current. In the case of steady current
bias we can choose the following solutions for Eqs. (2.15)
and (2.16):
4m





with Io being the bias-current density, sa that relation
(2.19) reduces to
4m J( ) 4m. 0o a,y(x, , t)—,a y(x„t)1
C
2w ~ —
I y, I r&L
dg 3e' 8~m(x~, y3, t) .
(2.22)
The current obtained above may be identified with the
I
pair tunneling Josephson current and the single-
quasiparticle current across the Josephson junction:
J(x~,t)=jps»[y(x&, t)]+6V(x, ,t)/L . (2.23)
Here, jo is the maximum pair tunneling current density,
and 6 and V(x ~, t) are, respectively, the conductance and
voltage associated with the single-particle tunneling. For
simplicity, we assume that 6 is independent of V(x„t)
We note that the voltage is related to the phase difference





which is also obtained from (2.18) in the case of Ep —0.
Now we arrive at the equation for the phase difference.
Using (2.22), (2.23), and (2.24), we obtain
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8m', Iandg= — G .
FI.
(2.26)




In order to investigate the time-dependent phenomena,
we need one more equation for describing dynamical
behaviors of the localized spins, In the following we set
up an equation for m based on the time-dependent
Ginzburg-Landau theory. For this purpose let us first
study the free energy of our system in the equilibrium
state.
The free energy in our system is written as
C2 (g x 1 —cos px(, &Jp2e
b2+fd x ,'nm, u +—bm +—F8m (2.27)
X3
FIG. 2. (a) Integration path C. (b) Integration paths CI and
Cg.
where the first terre is the surface energy associated with
the phase difference across the junction, the term ,
'
nm, u—3
is the kinetic energy density of superconducting electrons,
n, m„and U being, respectively, the number density, ef-
fective mass, and velocity of the electrons, and F~ is the
free energy of the localized-spin system. Noting the defi-
nition of the London penetration depth,
8+ —~x, ~ u~









(2.25) and using (2.3), we can rewrite the second integral in
(2.27) as
2
f 8 X 2 PLPle~ + b8m —bm = fd'x— 1 . Ac bj A — Vp + bm-2c 28 8~
= fd x h V)& VP ——,'hm —2mmm8m 2e (2.29)
This is also expressed in
0of dX )dx2 64m A,L,
terms of y and m by using (2.11), (2.17), and (2.20):
4o —
~ x, I /xL
[B&y(x & )] — B&y(x & ) dx3e m (x),x3)4~~I QO
1 4~ii ' 4o+ 2 X3m (x 1x3) 4~+ 2 2 m (x1~x3) I01 (x 1 )
'B3 +AL 2&C
21T —Ix3 ~ /A, ~Ipx i &Ex i 8' m(x) x3)
C 00
(2.30)
For the localized-spin system in paramagnetic phase we assume that the free energy E~ can be expanded in powers of m
up to second order in the sense of the Landau theory:
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F =fd x ,'—m(xi,x3)ao(T, V)m(xi, x3), (2.31)
where ao(T, V } is the expansion coefficient and its uniform component is assumed to change its sign at temperature T~.
Making use of the above results, we finally obtain the free energy in terms of y(x i ) and m (x &,x 3):
4o J'o $2 0o —]x, ]u~F=fdxidx3 I 1 —cos[y(xi)]I+ 3 [Biy(xi)] — Biy(x, ) dx3e m (xi,x3}2&c 64m A.L 4@k,L, 00
0o 2'+ fdx3 , m—(xi,x3)cz(T, V )m(x&,X3)— Io7 (xi)— Ioxi dx3e m(xi, x3)2 ETC c 00 (2.32)
where
—2
a(T, V )=a(T, V )+ —83+ iLL
(2.33)
(r)=1— f d ' '--'(r B )e00
(2.39)
with
a( T, V ) =ao( T, V ) 4n . — (2.34)
(2.36)
It is noted that magnetic ordering of the localized spin ap-
pears in a bulk system at the highest temperature, 1~,
which satisfies a(T,J3)=0. We denote this T~ the tran-
sition temperature of the periodic phase observed in the
ferromagnetic superconductors. We also introduce a fer-
romagnetic Curie temperature in the normal state ob-
tained from a(T,O) =0. T~ is lower than T~ due to the
diamagnetic screening effect by the superconducting
current. Before proceeding to the time-dependent case, we
briefly study the properties which the free energy (2.32)
leads to. Variations of (2.32) by y and m yield the follow-
ing equations:
8n ~ —
~ x3 (/3.LBiy(xi )— dx3e Bim (x),X3)
o Ix&
, »n[y(xi)] —,(Io/jo) (2 35)1 . 1kJ kJ
'Po —
~
x3 ~ /AL 2na(T,B3)m(xi,x3)= B&y(Xi)e ' + Iox, .
7T c
Equation (2.38) can be interpreted to mean that the
Josephson penetration depth A/ is scaled into s'/ (T)AJ in
the xnagnetic superconductors. By the previous assump-
tion, a( T, B3) vanishes at temperature T~, i.e.,
u '(T,B3)~Do at T~, so that s(T) becomes zero at a
certain temperature above Tz, which we denote by T, .
This indicates that the effect of the self-field on the dc
Josephson current is enhanced near T, . ' In Appendix A
we show that the temperature T, corresponds to the tran-
sition temperature at which spontaneous magnetization
bound near the surface appears.
Let us proceed to the time-dependent case. Proceeding
phenomenologically, we assume, as usual, that m (xi,x3)
obeys an equation of the form
B,m(x i,x3)= —p 5m xi,x3 (2.40)
where p is a positive constant, and the derivative on the
right-hand side is understood to be the functional deriva-
tive with respect to the function m (x i,x3). In the case of
the free energy (2.32), Eq. (2.40) takes the form
B,m (x i,x3)= —Pa(T, B3)m (x i,x3, t)
Wo+ Biy(xi, t)e
4m
Introducing the inverse operator a '(T,B3), we can
rewrite Eq. (2.36) as








M(X i ~X 3 t) =m (x„x3,t) — Iox,a ( T,O), (2.42)2s ]c
we can rewrite Eqs. (2.25) and (2.41) as




Here, the second term on the right-hand side in (2.37) is
understood to be the localized-spin magnetization induced
by the magnetic field due to the bias current. Although
the characteristics of the Josephson junction are influ-
enced by the bias current, we neglect its effects for the
time being. The effects will be discussed in a later section.
Substituting (2.37) into (2.35) and neglecting the bias
current, we obtain
8iy(x i, t) — B,y(x i, t) — Bgy(x i, t)
8+ ~ —
~ x3 ~ /i.~dx3e ' diM(x i,x3, t)
Kl
Jo




pro —ix, in,,+ Bi7 (xi, t)e4'
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with
Jo=[1—2m' '(T.O)]Io/jo . (2.45)
Equations (2.43) and (2.44) provide the basic equations for
the Josephson effect in the ferromagnetic superconduc-
tors.
(iii) B,M(xi, x3, t) = —pa(T, B3)M(x„x3,t)
(to —~x, ~ ra~Biy(x, , t)e
7T
+R2(xi, t), (3.3)
III. NOISE EFFECT DUE TO CRITICAL
FLUCTUATIONS OF THE LOCALIZED SPIN
1
(i) B,g(x i, t)=-
C








In the temperature range close to the magnetic transi-
tion temperature, critical fluctuations of the localized-spin
magnetization arise. The fluctuations couple to the phase
difference y through the relation (2.43) and cause fluctua-
tions of y. As is well known, the fluctuations of the
phase difference generate noise currents and produce an
important influence on the characteristic of the Josephson
junction. In this section we reinterpret Eqs. (2.43) and
(2.44) as stochastic ones, taking account of the fluctua-
tions of y and M, and investigate their effects on the
characteristics of the Josephson junction in the ferromag-
netic superconductor.
Let y(xi), g(xi)=B,y(xi), and M(xi, x3) be stochas-
tic functions. We set up Langevin-type stochastic equa-
tions, introducing random forces into Eqs. (2A3) and
(2.44),
( R i (x i, t)R i (x i, t') & = ktt T5(x, —x i )5(t t'), (3.4—)
( Rz(x i, t)R2(x'i, t') ) =2pktt T5(xi —x'i )5(t t'), —(3.5)
(Ri(xi, t)Rp(xi, t')) =0 . (3.6)
Here, R is the resistance of the junction and L is its ex-
tent. Now let us introduce the probability density func-
tional, p [y( ~ ),q( },M(. },t]. We denote, hereafter, a func-
tional F of a function f(x) by F[f(.)] and its functional
integral by f5f(.)F[f( )]. The probability of finding
the values of the stochastic functions y, q, and M in the
domains (y(x), y(x)+5y(x)), (g(x),g(x)+5q(x)), and
(M(x),M(X)+5M(x)), respectively, at time t is then ex-
pressed by
p[y( ),g(. ),M(. ),t]5y(. )5g( )5M( ) . (3.7)
with Jo being Jo/joAq. Ri(xi, t) and R2(x„t) rePresent
the noises, respectively, due to the resistive flow of the
quasielectron current and thermal fluctuations of the
localized-spin magnetization. It is assumed in the follow-
ing that Ri(xi, t) and Rz(xi, t) are statistically indepen-
dent of one another, and their distributions are given by a
Gaussian —with —white-noise spectrum, for simplicity.
We then have the following correlation functions for the
noises:
+Jo+, R, (x, , t)/jo,
A J
(ii) B,y(xi, t) =rt(x, ,t),
(3.1)
(3.2)
We can derive the Fokker-Planck equation for
p[y( ),g(. ),M(. ), t] from Eqs. (3.1)—(3.3) with the use of
(3.4)—(3.6), following the standard course of stochastic
theory. The equation ls given by




8~—c' B'iy(xi, t) ' f—dx,. '"'""'B,M(x„x„t)
0 oo
1 . . — 327T A,L
2 sin[y(xi, t)]+Jo—g 2 AT
A J 5'(xi, ti )
+fdx3 P&(T B3)M(xi,x3, t) — Biy(xi, ti )e5 P0o5M xi,x3, t) 4+k,L,
+ PktiT 55M(xi, x3, t) Ip[y( ),
i1(.),M( ),t] . (3.8)
Let us first consider the equilibrium state without bias current. Setting B,p [y( ),rt(. ),M( ),t] =0, we have the solution
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p[y( ),g( ),M( ), ]=Cexp — fdxi il2(xi, t)1 0o I&~T 32 'A,~ 2c
8m+ 2 [Biy(xi t)] Biy(xi )f dx3e ' ~M(x x )0o 00
1+ 2 I 1 —cos[y(x1)] IkJ
I
dx, dx, , M(x—„x,)a(T,B,)M(x, ,x, )1
kg X'
(3.9)
where C is a normalization constant and l is a characteristic length in the x2 direction. The role of the critical spin fluc-
tuations for the fluctuations of y becomes much clearer if we eliminate il and M in the solution (3.9). Performing func-
tional integration by il and M, we find (see Appendix B)
p[y( )]=f 5g(. )5M( )p[y( ),il( ),M(. )]
Col S(T)f dxi [Biy(x 1)] + 2 I 1 —cos[y(x 1)]IIk~T 32~ A.L AJ (3.10)
It is seen from (3.10) that the effect of the spin fluctuations appears through the factor S(T ). This result shows that the
inhomogeneous fluctuations of y are enhanced near T, because the term including (Biy) in (3.10) decreases as T~T, as
a result of the fluctuations of the localized-spin magnetization.
In the following we calculate the maximum dc Josephson current and the I Vcharacte-ristic in the case of a sinall
junction, and investigate the effect of the critical spin fluctuations.
A. dc Josephson effect
%e consider the case in which ari external field is applied in the x2 direction. In this case it is convenient to separate
y(xi, t) and M(xi, x3, t) into their average values, yp(xi) and Mp(x„x3), and their fluctuations, 6(x, , t) and m(xi, x3, t),
respectively, as
y(xi t)=yo(x1)+ (xi
M(xi, x3, t) =Mo(xi, x3)+m(xi x3 t)
yp(xi ) aild Mo(xi, x3 ) are the solutions of the equations
2 8m
2
Biyp(x 1 )— f dx, e
No
—Ix, ~ yX~ I
B1Mp(x ipx3 ) — & sin[yo(xi )]kJ
0o —Ix, (a(T, B3)Mo(xi,x3)— B,yo(x, )e ' =0 .
4m.A,L
p[y( ),il(. ),m( );yp, Mp]=Cexp







x fdxi g2(xi )2c
8m' 00+ —,[B,6(x, )]2— B16(x,) dx 3e m (x i,x3)
0
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The total pair tunneling current I is then obtained by averaging josiny as
L /2
I=jp f dx f56( )571( )5m(. )sin[yp(x)+6(x)]p[8( ),rl(. ),m( );yp, Mo]
L/2=jp f dx f56( ~ )sin[yp(x)+6(x)]p [6(')'yp]
where
(3.16)
p [6( );yp] =C exp
Pol S(T)
dx 1 2
[~iy(x i )] — p Isin[yp(xi )]6(xi )32%' AL ArJ
+ cos[y,(x, )+6(x, )]—cos[y,(x, )]] (3.17)
Since the functional integration in (3.16) can not be performed without a certain approximation, we make the following
approximate calculation. Let us write the probability density functional (3.17) as
Col
P [6(»yo]=CI o[8( )'yo]exP k T, z fdxi Icos[yo(xi)+8«i)1+»n[yo(xi)]6(xi)327r AL, A J
+ —,' cos[y,(x, )]6'(x, ) —cos[y,(x, )]I (3.18)
where
po[8( )"yo] =exp fdx [5„8(x)]'+,cos[yp(x)]8 (x)1 PoI S(T) q 13277 A,L 2A J
=—exp ——,fdx dy 6(x)E'(x,y)6(y) (3.19)
with
Nol 1X(x,y) = —S(T)B„+ 2 cos[yo(x)] 5(x —y) .32ir A,L, ksT A J
Expanding the exponential factor in (3.18) into a Taylor series, and keeping only the terms up to first order, we have
koI 1p[6( );yp]=Cpp[6( );yp] 1+ 3 z fdx Icos[yp(x)+6(x)]+sin[yp(x)]8(x)32m A, k~iT A,J
(3.20)
+ —,' cos[y,(x)]6'(x)—cos[y,(x)]I (3.21)
The constant C is determined by the normalization condition,
f56( )1[8(')'yo]=1
Substituting (3.21) into (3.22), we obtain
2I





where the inverse function K '(x,y) is the solution of the equation
4oI
32+3k,L kg T
S(T)B„+ z cosyp(—x) X '(x,y)=5(x —y) . (3.24)
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The functional iutegrations appearing in this section are summarized in Appendix B.








32m-'xI k~ T' xJ2
L/2
X f dx f5 6(.)si n[ yp( x)+6(x)]f dx& Icos[y (x)+6(x)]+sin[yp(x)]6(x)+ —,' cos[yp(x)]6 (x)
—cos[yp(x)] Imp[6( ~ );y,] . (3.27)
The functional integrations in (3.26) and (3.27) can be performed using (89)—(815) in Appendix B. The results are given
by
I./2
Ip jpC f — dx sin[yp(x)]exp[ ——,'K '(x,x)],
/pl' 1 I n
I~ =jpC 3 2 f dx exp[ ——,'K '(x,x)]32m. A,LkgT
(3.28)
L/2
X dx) sin yo x cos yo x& exp —K ' x,z —~K ' x&,&&
+ —,' IK '(X,X))—[K '(x,x, )] I —1)
+sin[yp(x, )]cos[yp(x)]K -'(x,x, )], (3.29)
where
zl
C= 1+ 2 f dx cos[yp(x)]I exp[ ——,'K '(x,x)]+—,'K '(x,x) —1I32m-'xLk~ T xJ2 (3.30)
yp(x) =2m@x/Lgp+yp, (3.31)
We note that the Josephson current is reduced by the fac-
tor exp[ ——,'K '(x,x)]. In the case of no external field
we have
K '(x,x) =const=vt/2[S(T)cosyp]'
setting yp(x) as a constant yp in Eq. (324), where
~=32~3K,L k~k~T //pl
and t = T/T . This result shows that the reducing factor
vanishes at T, since K '~op for T~T, as a conse-
quence of the critical spin fluctuations. Therefore, we
conclude that the dc Josephson effect in the ferromagnetic
superconductor is quenched at T =T„ the temperature at
which surface magnetization appears.
The numerical results for the maximum Josephson
current are shown in the following. In the calculations we
confine ourselves to the cases of the small junction. , that
is, L &&Aq. Then, yp(x) is given by
where 4 is the total flux within the junction. The func-
tion S(T) was obtained using a previous theory' of the
surface of the ferromagnetic superconductors. When we
choose the values of the parameters, T -2 K, A,J-0.1
cm, and I-10k,L as a typical case, we find v-0.1. Then
we set the values of v around 0.1 in the following calcula-
tions. The calculated result of S(T) is shown by a
dotted-dashed line in Fig. 3(a). In the calculation we used
the values of the parameters c =4vrC/T =2 and
d =D/A, l T =0.01, where C is the Curie constant and D
is the magnetic stiffness constant. The above choice of
the parameters leads to the transition temperatures,
T, /T~ =0.761 and Tp/T~ =0.745.
We present the temperature dependence of the max-
imurn current for the parameter values v=0.05, O. l, and
0.2 in the case of no external field in Fig. 3(a). As seen
from the figure, the maximum current shows a sharp de-
crease just above T, . Such a behavior of the temperature
variation has been observed above the reentrant transition
temperature T,2 by Rowell et aI. , and by Umbach and
Goldman in ErRh484. In Fig. 3(b) the curves I, versus
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4/pp are plotted for various temperatures. As seen in the
figure, the maximum Josephson current in the small-flux
region is greatly reduced as the temperature is lowered.
Note that when we plot I, as a function of an applied
field, the period of the Fraunhofer pattern shrinks as the
temperature decreases since the localized-spin magnetiza-
tion induced by the external field contributes to the total
Aux 4.
B. I- V characteristics
—Ix, ~uL I . 1
B,M (x„x,t) +I — sin[y(x „t)]+ R (x „t)/j
XJ AJ
The effect of the critical spin fluctuations is also expected in the ac Josephson effect. In this section we study, as an
example, its effect on the current-voltage (I- V) characteristics in the case of a current bias. It is very difficult to obtain
the solution of the Fokker-Planck equation (3.8) for the state of finite voltage. Therefore, we begin with the following
Langevin-type equation corresponding to the case of a negligible capacitance of the Josephson junction:
g z 82rB,y(x i, t) =Biy(x „t) — dxze (3.32)Cz
0o —~x, ~ /X~B,M(x„xz, t)= —Pa(T, B&)M(x„x&,t)+ Biy(xi, t)e +Rz(xi, xz, t) .
4~A,L
(3.33)
Equation (3.32) was obtained from Eq. (3.1) by neglecting the term B,21/c, since this term is proportional to the capaci-
tance. The Fokker-Planck equation can then be derived from Eqs. (3.32) and (3.33) as
a—p[y( ),M( ),t]= dxi — B,y(x„t) —f dx&e B,M(x, ,xz, t)c 5 z 82r ~ —~X, ~AIai g 5y xi, t p 00
162r A,L+ Jp — z sin[y(xi, t)]— z gktiTkJ 5y(x, , t)
5 Pgp —~x, ~yi,+ f dx3 Pa(T, B )M3( x, ixzt) —B)y(&),&)&5M xi,xz, t
+ Pk„T p [y(. ),M(. ), t] .
5
5M x„xz,t (3.34)
Let us solve Eq. (3.34) for a steady state, i.e.,
—[py( ),M( ),t]=0.Bat
We impose a periodic boundary condition,
p[y(')+2' M(')1 =p [y(') M(')]
Let us introduce an unknown functional w [y(.),M ( )] defined by





pp[y('), M( )]=exp. —
kzi T 162r A,L
1 82r2 —
I +3 I /A. L
2 [Biy(xi )l — f dx3e BiM (x i,xi ) —Joy(x i )
o oo
+ z Il —cos[y(x, )])
A J
+ f dx, —,'M(x„x, )a(T,B,)M(x„x, ) (3.38)
Substituting (3.37) into (3.34), we have
c 5 5w[y( ),M( )] 5 M 5w[y( ),M( )]f dxi pp[y( ),M( )] 5 ' +P dxidxz pp[y( ), ( )]g 5y(xi) ' y(xi) 5M xi,xz 5M xi,xz
(3.39)







f dx po[r(') M(')]r x 5y x
As wiH be seen later, we need only
(
p[y(. )]= f 5M( )p[y( ),M( )]
=0 . (3 40)
O.S—
.& S(T)I'
I I I I ~ t s
where
=—po[r( )]w[r( )], (3.41)
in this case to calculate the I- V characteristics. Then,
writing p[y( )] as















we obtain the equation for w [y( )],




FIG. 3. (aj Temperature dependences of maximum current
and the function S( T). The parameter v is defined by
v=8& 2+AJkt, k~T /Pol. {b) Total flux dependence of max-
imum current for various temperatures.
Note that po[y(. ),M(. )] corresponds to the solution in
the equilibrium state ( V=O). We further assume that the
localized-spin system is close to thermal equilibrium.
Under' this assumption we can set w [y( ),M( )] indepen-
dent of M(x~, x3), so that Eq. (3.39) reduces to
The boundary condition (3.36) imposes the following rela-
tion for w [y(')]:





k~ T 16m. A.L,
2mJpI. , (3.45)
po[r( )+2~]=e po[r( )] (3.46)
Let us now introduce a functional Z[y( )] related to
w [y( )) through the relation
w[y( )]=
—e ' dt t for S(T) 2exp
5Z[(ty( )+2~t] 5Z[ty( )]~
(3 47)
The functional derivative of w [y( )] can be obtained by noting the relation
X[y(.)]—X[0]=f f d y( )0 t 5r(x)
Using (3.48) and requiring
Z [r( )+2~]=e Z[y( )]-, ~
we find, from (3.47),
(3.48)
(3.49)
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5w [y(.)] 1 Col
5y(x)
S(T)
[~ ( )]2 5Z[y( )]xy (3.50)
The boundary condition (3.49) insures that w [y( )] given by (3.47) satisfies the relation (3.44). Substituting (3.50) into
(3.43), we obtain the following equation:




The above equation is equivalent to the differential equation
a " m
gaol
hm g +exp~y J $ AT 16' A,L
1
Joy — (1—cosy )x2 lJ ay.
Z[3 l~y2 yn]=0 ~ (3.52)
where M =L In and y; =y(x;). A solution to Eq. (3.52) is easily obtained in the case in which Z [y, ,y2, . . . , y„j can
be factorized as
Z[y, ,y„.. . , y„]=gZ(y, ). (3.53)









with c; a constant. We then obtain the following solution:
n ~j




Po'l 1= lim g c; f 5e(.)exp —,f dx Joe(x)—,I 1 —cos[e(x)] jn —+co kgT 16m A,l. kJ (3.56)
The integral domains in (3.55) and (3.56) should be taken such that the boundary condition (3.49) is fulfilled, so that we
have
—e ~( )+2









2~Jo o ln, — (3.58)
and the e s are determined by the normalization condition
py'
Now we summarize the result obtained above. The probability density functional is given as follows:
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where Z[y( )] is given by (3.57).
Next, we obtain the relation between current and voltage. In the case of a current bias the mean voltage Vis obtained
from the relation
2eV= f dx f 5y( )5M( )y(x)p[y( ),M( )]/L—L/2
—2 8 2f dx f 5y(. )5M(. ) B„y(x)— f dx3e ' B„M(x)
0
1+ Jp — & sin[y(x)]+Ri(x) p[y( ),M( )] .
(3.61)
(3.62)
Here, use was made of Eq. (3.32). Noting the relations
f 5y( ) 5M( )R i( .x)p[ y( ),M( )]=0
and
f dx f 5y( ) p[y( ),M( )]=0,5y x
we can rewrite (3.62) as
(3.63)
(3.64)
2e C2V= f dx f 5y( )5M( ) B„y(x)— B„M(x)+Jp— z sin[y(x)] — z gkeT p[y(. ),M(. )]8m — 1 . 16& 5gL, —L/2 p kJ
f,dx f 5y( )po[y( ))
/pl
fi gL, f dx f 5y( )exp s f dx' Jpy(x ) — & [1—cos(x')]'kg& 16m A,L ' A,J
5Z[y( )]
5y(x)
2ec' () e J27TC. C. dy. exp
T










and use was made of relations (3.4?), (3.50), and (3,56).
The explicit expression is hardly obtained from (3.65) at general temperatures. Therefore, in order to see the effect of
the critical spin fiuctuation, we confine ourselves to the special case of T =T,. The probability density functional at T,
is easily obtained from (3.60) since S(T, ) =0 as
e ' M — 1
p[y( )]= lim Qc; exp Jpy; — z (I —cosy;)
N oQ ~ ) 1 ~ j kg T











2% Lx — 1
Q = dy exp Jp — z (1—cosy)0 AT
g+ 2'f d8 expy Lbc Jp8 — z (1—cos8) (3.69)
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Substituting (3.68) into (3.6S), we have
2 2
al
V= lim +2m. QgI. n (3.70)
(a)
For n ~ ap or M ~0, we find
0' ~
Q =4M and— 0'-
e
/pl
kg T 16m'A, L
2mJo . (3.71)
2
2e c' 1 Apl (3.72)
Therefore, we conclude that the noise effect due to the
critical spin fluctuations may be observed also in the I- V
characteristic as the temperature approaches T, .
IV. DISCUSSION























We discuss here the experimental results 'of the dc
Josephson effect observed in the ferromagnetic supercon-
ductor ErRh4B4 on the basis of our theory. I.et us first
consider the temperature dependence of the Josephson
current. The experimental result shows that the max-
imum Josephson current takes a maximum at T=1.4 K
and falls to zero at about 1.1 K, which is slightly higher
than T,2, the reentrant transition temperature. The
reduction of the current in the temperature region from
1.4 to 1.1 K can be understood as a result of the critical
spin fluctuations which leads to the surface magnetic
state. %e may therefore identify the temperature at
which the Josephson current vanishes with T„ the transi-
tion temperature of the surface magnetic state. It should
be noted that T, is always higher than T~, the transition
temperature of the periodic phase no rnatter what values
the Inaterial parameters take. This fact requires that there
is no spontaneous magnetization in the superconductor in
the temperature range where the Josephson current is ob-
served.
In the experiments for the field dependence of the max-
imum Josephson current I, an unusual Fraunhofer-type
pattern has been observed at low temperatures by Umbach
and Goldman. " The observed curves of I, versus H
show a shift of the Fraunhofer pattern in which I, takes a
maximum for a finite applied field, and a splitting of the
central peak at a temperature just before the Josephson
current is quenched. To understand the experimental re-
sults we should note that the ErRh4B4 electrodes are made
of the polycrystalline samples. ErRh484 has a large mag-
netic anisotropy with the easy-magnetization a axes, as
observed in the magnetization measurements on single
crystals. %'e consider the case of a finite current bias
and no applied field in the junction. When the uniform
Josephson current flows through the junction, it creates a
magnetic field whose intensity linearly depends on x~
[Fig. 4(a)]. The magnetic field induce's, in turn, an irregu-
lar localized-spin magnetization because of the random
orientation of the easy directions of grains of the poly-
crystaHine electrode. The spatial dependence of the mag-







FIG. 4. (a) Magnetic field created by uniform current
through the junction. (b) Magnetic induction field in polycrys-
ta11ine junction with magnetic anisotropy. Dotted lines denote
the grain boundaries.
schematically shown in Fig. 4(b). As seen in the figure,
the total magnetic flux z &2 dx bp(x) does not
vanish even when no external field is applied. This fact
implies that the shift of the Fraunhofer pattern observed
by Umbach and Goldman just above T, is caused by the
self-field effect due to the Josephson current, but not by
the appearance of the spontaneous magnetization below
T$ s
The inhomogeneity originating from the anisotropic
grain structure of the ErRh484 electrode can also cause a
phase modulation. This is a possibility to explain the
splitting of the central peak. However, as discussed by
Umbaeh and Goldman, the grain size might be too small
to give a reasonable wavelength of the phase modulation.
Another possibility for the explanation may come from
the self-field effect. As shown in Sec. III the effective
Josephson penetration depth in the ferromagnetic super-
conductor is shortened near T, . This effect may cause the
following change in the I,-versus-H curve. In the tem-
perature range much higher than T„we have the usual
Fraunhofer-type pattern in the small-junction case
(L «A,z), but as the temperature is lowered to close to
T„ the curve changes to the large-junction type even
when the relation L «A, ~ is satisfied, that is, the "zero to
one vortex mode" in the I,-versus-H curve overlaps the
"one to two vortex mode" just above T, . Furthermore,
the maximum Josephson current in the small-flux region
is greatly reduced by the critical spin fluctuations com-
pared to that in the large-flux region, as shown in Sec. III.
These two changes might be observed as a splitting of the
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cen.tral peak in the I,-versus-H curve. The detailed calcu-
lation of the I,-versus-H curves are planned to be pub-
lished elsewhere.
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APPENDIX A: SURFACE MAGNETIZATION
4o —
~ Z, I ra~h (xi,xi)= Biy(xi)e
277 2A'L
277 —
~ Z3 —p'3 I /A, Ldg 38 m(x„yi) .
OO
The magnetic field near the surface of a superconductor
can be calculated on the basis of the same formalism as in
Sec. II since the phase jump is observed at the surface and
the field distribution is controlled by the singularity asso-
ciated with the phase jump. The difference between the
junction and the surface lies in boundary conditions for
the current at the surface. The normal component of the
current vector should vanish on the surface that separates
the vacuum and the superconductor. On the other hand,
0
m (xi,xi)= Biy(x&)a '(TBs)e
4~A,g
(A2)
The vertical component of the current to ihe surface is
then obtained as follows:
(A 1)
For the localized-spin magnetization, we can use Eq.
(2.37) without the bias term:
J(x x)= ' e ' ' — f dy ' ' ' '(&, Bi)e00 (A3)
The condition discussed above for the current on the surface leads to
f" ~y e ' a '(r, B3)e Biy(xi)=S(T)Biy(xi) —0. (A4)
We can take a solution
y(xi) =maxi,
with A a constant. Substituting (AS) into (Al) and (A2) we have
h( )
Po ~
—I» I«i, 2m f d —I~~ i'ilriL. - —i(T B ) —Iiii«l.7T 00
(A5)
(A6)







—I"il«L. 2~ f d e —I"i—ill«l. ~ i(7. B )e —Ii)I~ l. II yg(T)
QO
(Ag)
Note that h (x3) becomes singular at T, since S(T, )=0.
This means that an infinitesimal external field can create
a finite magnetic field inside the ferromagnetic supercon-
ductors at T, . Thus the temperature T, can be identified
with the transition temperature of the surface magnetic
state.
In the case of the Josephson junction the situation is
slightly different from that in the surface case due to the
existence of tunneling current. However, the tunneling
current is usually quite srnaB. Therefore we can. also ex-
pect the surface magnetization to appear around the junc-
tion at T, in the superconducting state.
APPENDIX 8: FUNCTIONAL INTEGRAI S
Calculated results of the functional integrals appearing
in Sec. III are summarized here. The basic formula we
need for obtaining them is
F[k( )]= f 5 exp[i(ku) ——,'(uBu)]2'
=exp[ —~(kB 'k)+ —,'TrlnB '],
where the abbreviations
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(ku)—= f dx k(x)u (x),




f dyB(x,y)B '(y, z)= f dyB '(x,y)B(y, z)
TrA = f dx A (x,x) (84)
are used, and the inverse functions B ' are defined
=5(x —z) . (BS)
Using formula (81) we can evaluate the following types
of functional integral:
f 5 6'(x)sin [6(y)]cos"[6(z)]exp[ ——,' (6B8)]27T
m n 5i 6( )6
r2 5k'(x) ~2
1
&&exp i f dt[(2r, m)5(y —t)+(2rz —n)5(z t)+k(—t)]6(t) —(6B—6)2 k=0
Now consider the functional integration of pp[8(')'yp]. Using (Bl), we have
(86)
f 56( )pp[6( );yp]=C f 5 exp ——f dxdy6(x)K(x —y)6(y)2ir (87)
=C exp( —,Tr lnK ') . (88)
From the normalization condition (3.22), C is chosen as
C =exp( ——,' TrlnK ') .
Using relations (86) and (89), we obtain the functional integrals appearing in Sec. III:
(1) f 56(.)6'(x)pp[8( );yp] =K '(x,x),
t
(2) f 56( )cos[6(x)]pp[6(.);yp] =e
(3) f 58( )6(xi)sin[6(x)]pp[8( );yp]=K '(x,xi)e
(4) f 56( )6 (xi)cos[8(x)]pp[6( )'y ]=IK '(xi x~) —[K '(x,xi)] ]e











—K (x,xi ) K (x,xi ) —[K (x,x)+E (xi,xi )]/2= —, e ' —e ' e ' ' sinlypx& ]. 81S)
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